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The New Book of Middle Eastern Food 2008-12-24

the definitive volume on middle eastern cooking a modern classic from the award winning

bestselling author of the book of jewish food and claudia roden s mediterranean originally

published in 1972 and hailed by james beard as a landmark in the field of cookery this new

version represents the accumulation of the author s years of extensive travel throughout the ever

changing landscape of the middle east gathering recipes and stories now featuring more than

800 recipes including the aromatic variations that accent a dish and define the country of origin

fried garlic and cumin and coriander from egypt cinnamon and allspice from turkey sumac and

tamarind from syria and lebanon pomegranate syrup from iran preserved lemon and harissa from

north africa claudia roden has worked out simpler approaches to traditional dishes using healthier

ingredients and time saving methods without ever sacrificing any of the extraordinary flavor

freshness and texture that distinguish the cooking of this part of the world throughout these

pages she draws on all four of the region s major cooking styles the refined haute cuisine of iran

based on rice exquisitely prepared and embellished with a range of meats vegetables fruits and

nuts arab cooking from syria lebanon and jordan at its finest today and a good source for

vegetable and bulgur wheat dishes the legendary turkish cuisine with its kebabs wheat and rice

dishes yogurt salads savory pies and syrupy pastries north african cooking particularly the

splendid fare of morocco with its heady mix of hot and sweet orchestrated to perfection in its

couscous dishes and tagines from the tantalizing mezze succulent bites of filled fillo crescents

and cigars chopped salads and stuffed morsels as well as tahina chickpeas and eggplant in their

many guises to the skewered meats and savory stews and hearty grain and vegetable dishes

here is a rich array of middle eastern cooking

Middle Eastern Food 2012

describes historical cultural and geographical factors that have influenced the cuisine of the
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middle east includes recipes to create middle eastern food provided by publisher

A New Book of Middle Eastern Food 1986

containing more than 800 recipes collected from morocco turkey greece egypt and other middle

eastern countries this updated edition includes extensive variations and new techniques for

preparing these exotic dishes delicious recipes come richly infused with roden s own memories of

growing up in egypt and other stories of her travels 24 color photos

Middle Eastern Food and Drink 1988

describes in text and illustrations the food and beverages of the middle east in relation to the

region s history geography and culture also includes recipes and information about specialities

and festive foods from specific middle eastern countries

Hummus and Co 2017-09-27

hummus co invites you into its generous heart full of great food for sharing with friends and

family the many fans of kepos street kitchen and kepos co often ask michael and kristy for the

recipes they cook at home in this their second book there are recipes for every kind of gathering

speedy and delicious midweek dinners a family barbecue with plentiful salads that burst with

flavour or a sunday slow roast of cumin spiced lamb shoulder with persian cranberry rice pilaf

and tangy vegetables but wait there s more dips relishes rubs and spreads from israel iraq

lebanon and turkey that turn a simple piece of fish or meat into a feast and there are authentic

teas and sweet treats that are beyond dreamy jaffa tea cake with marzipan or pistachio and

rosewater cake with plums and mascarpone cream and possibly most sublime of all there are the

vegetables scorched onions with pomegranate molasses steamed leeks with spinach and

haloumi roasted pumpkin with dukkah and minted yoghurt and of course there s the perfect
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hummus recipe guaranteed to bring everyone to the table so please come and sit down you re

invited

Arabesque 2007

arabesque provides an a z of ingredients and spices used in middle eastern cooking and gives a

brief history of each ingredient as well as invaluable advice on how to select prepare and cook

them

A Book of Middle Eastern Food 1972

more than 500 recipes from the subtle spicy varied cuisines of the middle east ranging from

inexpensive but tasty peasant fare to elaborate banquet dishes

The Middle Eastern Food Book 2017-03-17

if you have always wanted to learn how to prepare your own middle eastern inspired dishes then

this is the perfect book for you inside of this book you will discover not only how to prepare some

of the most delicious and traditional middle eastern dishes hailing from different countries around

the middle east but you will also have access to 25 different recipes in order to help you do just

that on top of that you will learn that middle eastern cooking like a pro is not as complicated as

you may have previously thought

The Middle Eastern Cookbook 2016-12-01

middle eastern food draws on the exotic taste of various styles of cooking and combines them in

a blend of unusual yet simple tastes for mouthwatering dishes middle eastern food is easy to

prepare wonderful to look at and offers an amazing variety of healthy dishes making it the ideal

cooking style for the health conscious in middle eastern cookbook you will discover the rich
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aromatic flavours of countries where food is an intrinsic part of the culture and the sharing of

meals with family and guests is a feature of daily life from tabouleh and dolmas to chicken salona

and baklava middle eastern cooking is a delicious collection of wonderful tastes colours and rich

textures maria khalife has gathered together a collection of the best of middle eastern cooking

the recipes are easy to follow use ingredients that are readily available and are accompanied by

colourful and succulent photographs

The Culinary Crescent 2018-11-15

the fertile crescent region the swath of land comprising a vast portion of today s middle east has

long been regarded as pivotal to the rise of civilization alongside the story of human development

innovation and progress there is a culinary tradition of equal richness and importance in the

culinary crescent a history of middle eastern cuisine peter heine combines years of scholarship

with a personal passion his knowledge of the cookery traditions of the umayyad abbasid ottoman

safavid and mughal courts is matched only by his love for the tastes and smells produced by the

contemporary cooking of these areas today in addition to offering a fascinating history heine

presents more than one hundred recipes from the modest to the extravagant with dishes ranging

from those created by the celebrity chefs of the bygone mughal era up to gastronomically

complex presentations of modern times beautifully produced designed for both reading and

cooking and lavishly illustrated in color throughout the culinary crescent is sure to provide a

delectable window in the history of food in the middle east

Feasts From the Middle East 2018-03-08

a celebration of authentic middle eastern food feasts from the middle east is packed with over

100 deliciously fresh fragrant and flavourful dishes inspired by the souks of lebanon
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Honey & Co 2014-06-19

winners of the jeremy round award for best first food book at the guild of food writers awards

fortnum mason food drink awards cookery book of the year 2015 sunday times food book of the

year 2014 middle eastern cooking at its most inspiring brilliantly useful and exquisitely designed

bbc good food magazine best newcomer in the observer food monthly awards 2013 this is our

food this is our restaurant fresh fruit and vegetables wild honey big bunches of herbs crunchy

salads smoky lamb bread straight from the oven old fashioned stews middle eastern traditions

falafel dips and plenty of tahini on everything squeeze in grab a chair ignore or enjoy the noise

the buzz and tuck in leave room for dessert cheesecake a marzipan cookie with a turkish coffee

let us look after you welcome to honey co chapters include mezze fresh salads light dinners balls

stuff slow cooked veggie dessert drinks

Middle Eastern Kitchen 2006

this remarkable and beautifully illustrated book describes over 75 ingredients used in middle

eastern cooking the cuisines covered include those of iran turkey iraq syria lebanon and the

palestinian territories jordan egypt yemen qatar kuwait oman saudi arabia and the united arab

emirates influenced by the persian islamic and ottoman empires these country s common culinary

tradition also reveals the legacy of the byzantine and roman empires the insightful texts take

readers and cooks into the history and diversity of these ancient cultures while 150 recipes allow

them to put their knowledge of these ingredients to practical use each ingredient is broken down

in sections on descriptions and tastes of the spices historical background and cultivation or

manufacture methods each is illustrated with specially commissioned photographs
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An Edible Mosaic 2012-11-06

create a culinary mosaic with this middle eastern cookbook when faith gorsky married her syrian

husband she was introduced to a cultural and culinary world that would forever change how she

experienced food and cooking gorsky s mother in law took her under her wing and in 6 months

gave her a thorough course in middle eastern cooking that became the basis for her popular

website an edible mosaic and now this book the growth and success of her website and her

growing interest in dishes from the middle east led to even more trips to the area where she

deepened her knowledge of the food and acquired more recipes to cook and share with her

husband and the online community in this syrian cookbook gorsky shares her favorite recipes

from throughout the region lamb or beef kebab several ways mashawi creamy chickpea and

yogurt casserole fetteh parsley salad with bulgur wheat tabbouleh sumac spiced chicken

musakhan pan seared white cheese and 75 more paired with 175 color photographs her love for

the cuisine of her husband s homeland comes across in her enthusiasm for putting together

these syrian recipes and in the awareness that middle eastern cooking is more than just a means

of sustenance it lies at the epicenter of gatherings with family and friends

Jerusalem Food 2019

for centuries jerusalem has been a melting pot for a dizzying number of cultures and its cuisine

reflects that diversity this book celebrates the city s multicultural roots in a mix of popular middle

eastern dishes along with recipes from outside the middle east

Rumi 2023-10-31

heartwarming flavour packed recipes from the middle east via joseph abboud s iconic melbourne

eatery rumi how often has the phrase of middle eastern appearance been employed to evoke

fear and prejudice this cookbook is here to challenge that chef joseph abboud s food looks
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middle eastern because its proud origins are a little bit lebanese a little bit persian and a little bit

turkish but it also represents the heart of an honest and enduring eatery in inner melbourne s

brunswick named for the 13th century poet this is food cooked with an egalitarian ethos and yes

with soul forget veg forward this is hierarchy free food salads fish veg meat and toum with almost

everything all command their place in a meal at joe s table regulars will give thanks for classics

like the three cheese sigaras the rumi meatballs and the famous lamb shoulder everyone else

has the joy of discovery ahead to roll call a few there s a fattoush for every season a delightfully

inauthentic broccoli tabbouleh joe s mother s eggplant m nazleh and the quail that anthony

bourdain ate joe is wary of sharing the 60 plus recipes in this book not for fear of divulging

secrets so much as exposing how simple his cooking is certainly his intention is not that this

book represents the end for these favourites rather the opposite is what he hopes for for their

new custodians it s just the beginning whatever that looks like

New Middle Eastern Street Food: 10th Anniversary Edition

2021-10-19

an excellent collection of recipes presented with infectious humor and charm hot on the heels of

the new middle eastern vegetarian sally butcher brings us the new middle eastern street food

cookbook a fabulous collection of quick healthy and easy to prepare recipes from snackistan a

fictitious land where tummies are always full and there s a slightly naughty smile on every face it

features simple fare that people actually eat on a daily basis street food or dishes they prepare at

home or cook to share with friends or look forward to indulging in at the end of the week street

food has come of age and increasingly formal dining is being nudged aside in favor of meze style

spreads in malls and farmers markets across the world food on the hoof has become a stylish

and popular way to feed this book picks out the middle east s most exciting street foods and

meze dishes together with a variety of homely and simple snack recipes elicited from family and

friends chapters comprise nuts and nibbles fishy things meat on sticks meat not on sticks salady
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stuff hot veggie dishes mostly carbs puds and something to wash it down with the burst of flavors

is intoxicating as is sally s trademark wit and attention to detail a must buy for all middle eastern

food enthusiasts over 100 recipes for mouthwatering middle eastern snacks all aspects of simple

snack foods are covered street food home comfort food meze style spreads even the drinks are

included bright eye catching design and mouth watering photography

New Feast 2017-09-19

the middle east has long had a vibrant tradition of home style vegetarian cuisine from their

abundant fresh salads dips and breads to their delicious and hearty main meals based on the

freshest ingredients and cooked from the heart greg and lucy malouf s approach to vegetarian

food comes from their love of traditional middle eastern flavor combinations the recipes in new

feast are new interpretations of middle eastern food inspired by the spirit of generosity and

sharing that characterizes the region think glazed apple raisin fritters zucchini blossom and

preserved lemon risotto with ricotta and parmesan or griddled broccolini with almonds and

harissa butter with sections dedicated to butters and preserves cooked vegetable dishes dips and

spreads pickles and relishes pastries pastas salads grains and legumes this is a beautiful

cookbook for anyone wanting to take vegetarian cuisine to new flavorsome heights

The Complete Middle East Cookbook 2007-03-15

the food of the middle east is known for its diverse flavors and colors now you can enjoy all of

these titillating meals in the comfort of your own home tess mallos shows us how to produce

delectable meals from the fascinating cultures of the middle east with recipes carefully tested and

set out in easy to follow steps many of the dishes are illustrated in 80 superb photographs this

book provides a brilliant insight into the regional dishes of greece turkey lebanon egypt and syria

and an invaluable introduction to some of the lesser known cuisines of other countries in the

region afghanistan armenia cyprus iran iraq jordan saudi arabia bahrain kuwait oman qatar the
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united arab emirates and yemen the pages in this middle eastern cookbook guide the reader

through the vast scope of middle eastern food recipes and photographs show how to use familiar

foods in new and exciting ways while the introduction to each chapter examines the food lifestyle

and cooking methods of each country to explain exactly how to use the right ingredients in

delicious authentic dishes the recipes ensure that the traditional essence of each cuisine is

preserved while the instructions are given in the clearest and most accessible way for the

modern cook with guidance wherever necessary for the use of today s appliances the basics of

middle eastern cooking are carefully explained and the glossary gives regional names and

descriptions of a host of food and ingredients the complete middle east cookbook is a joy to read

and use in the kitchen a bestselling classic it has been revised and enhanced with contemporary

photographs so that it will continue to delight all who seek to know and enjoy the rich and varied

cuisines of the middle east recipes include spanakopita spinach pie koupepia stuffed grape vine

leaves patlicanli pilav eggplant pilaf samak mashwi barbecued fish with dates kibbeh ground

lamb and burghul nane lavash wholemeal flat bread baklava almond and cardamom pastry

Snackistan 2013-10-03

hot on the heels of veggiestan sally butcher brings us snackistan a fictitious land where tummies

are always full and there s a slightly naughty smile on every face snackistan does not of course

exist any more than veggiestan does it is rather a borderless confederation of the middle east s

favourite foodstuffs the simple fare that people actually eat on a daily basis dishes they prepare

at home or cook to share with friends or look forward to indulging in at the end of the week we

all like to snack increasingly formal dining is being nudged aside in favour of meze style spreads

and at the same time street food has come of age in malls and farmers markets across the world

food on the hoof has become a stylish and popular way to feed this book picks out the middle

east s most exciting street foods and meze dishes together with a range of homely and simple

snack recipes elicited from family and friends chapters comprise nuts and nibbles fishy things
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meat on sticks meat not on sticks salady stuff hot veggie dishes mostly carbs puds something to

wash it down with the burst of flavours is intoxicating as is sally s trademark wit and attention to

detail a must buy for all middle eastern food enthusiasts

George Lassalle's Middle Eastern Food East of Orphanides 1993

an excellent collection of recipes presented with infectious humor and charm hot on the heels of

the new middle eastern vegetarian sally butcher brings us the new middle eastern street food

cookbook a fabulous collection of quick healthy and easy to prepare recipes from snackistan a

fictitious land where tummies are always full and there s a slightly naughty smile on every face it

features simple fare that people actually eat on a daily basis street food or dishes they prepare at

home or cook to share with friends or look forward to indulging in at the end of the week street

food has come of age and increasingly formal dining is being nudged aside in favor of meze style

spreads in malls and farmers markets across the world food on the hoof has become a stylish

and popular way to feed this book picks out the middle east s most exciting street foods and

meze dishes together with a variety of homely and simple snack recipes elicited from family and

friends chapters comprise nuts and nibbles fishy things meat on sticks meat not on sticks salady

stuff hot veggie dishes mostly carbs puds and something to wash it down with the burst of flavors

is intoxicating as is sally s trademark wit and attention to detail a must buy for all middle eastern

food enthusiasts over 100 recipes for mouthwatering middle eastern snacks all aspects of simple

snack foods are covered street food home comfort food meze style spreads even the drinks are

included bright eye catching design and mouth watering photography

New Middle Eastern Street Food 2015-05-15

middle eastern food is meant for sharing and in the jewelled table bethany kehdy departs from

the common mezze theme to explore the way locals cook eat and entertain at home the book

and its chapters are ordered in the style one goes about jewelling a table in the middle east
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whether for everyday meals or for celebratory feasts always much inspired by the seasons and

the ritual of hospitality featuring over 100 ancient and modern recipes including appetisers drinks

show stopping mains fuss free sweets and more and menu plans that take the stress out of

entertaining bethany illustrates that with a few key ingredients this is the perfect fit for every

occasion with her signature flair for creative and tantalising flavour combinations bethany

introduces dishes such as winter s tabbouleh orange blossom chicken barida charred asparagus

dried lime soup and more this is middle eastern food like you ve never seen it set against the

backdrop of beautiful location shots and bethany s charming anecdotes with a lens on history

lineage and etymology the jewelled table is an essential cookbook for anyone who loves the

flavours of the middle east

The Jewelled Table 2018-09-20

a ground breaking collection of wonderful pilafs soups stuffed vegetables relishes and pastries a

treasury of delicious dishes the foodie every one of the twelve cookbooks arto der haroutunian

wrote became a classic his thoughtful erudite writing helped to explain to westerners the subtlety

complexity and diversity of middle eastern and north african cooking vegetarian dishes from the

middle east shows how the cooking of vegetables is treated with reverence in the lands that

make up the rich and varied tapestry of the middle east the people depend on the grains and

pulses nuts vegetables and fruits of the region for their daily food here are warm and spicy

stuffed vegetables cool and fragrant soups delicate preserves pilafs breads pickles relishes and

pastries this book will give a real boost to any vegetarian food enthusiast looking for something a

little more unusual the vegetarian one of the classic cookbooks on the subject written by the

recognized authority in middle eastern cooking publishing news learn how to make a variety of

feasts from just a few ingredients with this authentic collection of recipes including popular dishes

such as tabouleh hummus and falafel as well as new ones you may not have tried the green

parent the recipes glow they openly embrace the full spectrum of ethical eating but most
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importantly this is a book of delicious exquisite food simple to make yet exotic enough to tempt

jaded palates the gastronomer s bookshelf

Vegetarian Dishes from the Middle East 2012-11-15

it is a well known fact that the cuisine of the mediterranean rich in olives and pulses fresh fruit

and vegetables and fish plucked straight from the sea is one of the healthiest diets known to man

meat is used sparingly and butter is replaced by aromatic olive oil this does not mean that the

food lacks flavour on the contrary their absence allows the subtle flavours of herbs and spices to

emerge the cuisine of the levant lebanon jordan palestine and syria is full of colourful fresh and

delicious dishes that are low in cholesterol and high in flavour planned with good health in mind

each dish from tempting appetizers such as falafel and stuffed vine leaves to exotic desserts like

walnut pancakes has a nutritional breakdown listing the amount of calories fat cholesterol and

sodium contained in the food so that you can plan your diet without depriving yourself of

delicious flavours

Secrets of Healthy Middle Eastern Cuisine 2003

the taste of egypt brings the sophisticated colors and flavors of egyptian and middle eastern

cuisine to the modern home kitchen impress your dinner guests with sublime appetizers such as

stuffed vine leaves and roast eggplant dip cook up a storm with silky cumin infused lentil soup

sensational spiced meatballs and delicious artichokes cooked in red pepper sauce there are

summery salads to fill a picnic hamper and hearty slow cooked beans and basterma to evoke the

bustling warmth of a middle eastern food market and the recipes for sweet delights are designed

to satisfy even the most persistent sweet tooth
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The Taste of Egypt 2016

written by award winning chef greg malouf and his writing partner this richly illustrated book offers

a comprehensive collection of 170 recipes organized alphabetically according to ingredients

widely used in middle eastern cooking

Artichoke to Za'atar 2008

the spice laden kitchens of the middle east are home to some of the most diverse ingredients in

the world and the middle eastern kitchen invites you to start exploring exciting flavor

combinations with these simple yet delicious recipes

The Middle Eastern Kitchen 2016-03-04

includes information on afghanistan alcohol almonds araqi people azarbayjan barley butchers

butter cheese coffee color of food dates eggs egypt fish gilanis greece and greeks honey india

iran islam islamic revolution israel istanbul kurds kurdistan lebanon meat milk morocco ottoman

empire ramadan rice soup sugar syria turkey and turks water wine women yoghurt yogurt etc

A Taste of Thyme 2000

the 10th anniversary special edition of the bestselling award winning middle eastern cookbook

with a gold foiled teal jacket silky ribbon marker and glossy gold edges to celebrate a delicious

decade of this must have recipe collection it was clear the moment persiana came out that

sabrina ghayour was a real talent and so it has proved happy 10th birthday to the book that

started it all nigella lawson the golden girl of persian cookery observer this is ottolenghi with

rocket fuel times a fantastic treasure trove of good food raymond blanc sumptuous thrilling

learned and downright brilliant mail on sunday brilliant for the novice the time poor and even the
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seasoned cook guardian will have you salivating with pavlovian gusto independent this enhanced

edition of sabrina ghayour s original sunday times bestselling collection of over 100 recipes for

simple fuss free easy and unmissable middle eastern inspired dishes full of flavour is the must

have cookbook you ll use again and again contents include mezze sharing plates aubergine

chermoula marinated feta spiced lamb kofta breads grains eastern style foccacia persian

bejewelled rice lamb biryani soups stews tagines chicken preserved lemon olive tagine lamb

shank black garlic tomato tagine seafood saffron stew roasts grills seared beef with pomegranate

balsamic dressing prawns with sumac coriander lemon garlic lamb pistachio patties salads

vegetables blood orange radicchio salad fig green bean salad with date molasses toasted

almonds cumin roasted carrots with honey lemon dressing goats cheese desserts sweet treats

baklava pistachio rose raspberry madeleines strawberry pineapple carpaccio

Persiana: Recipes from the Middle East & Beyond 2014-05-06

with a book of middle eastern food claudia roden revolutionized western attitudes to the cuisine

of the middle east now enormously popular such food can be found not only in fashionable

restaurants but on supermarket shelves across the country with this superb collection of new and

updated recipes claudia roden gives us the very best of middle eastern cookery healthy simple to

prepare and full of exotic flavours and aromas

Tamarind & Saffron 2000

modern flavors of arabia takes you on a culinary journey to the middle east to explore a food

culture that spans centuries each of the recipes will surprise and delight you and bring new

colors aromas and flavors to your table join suzanne as she pays tribute to her mother s cooking

and enjoy her refreshingly new take on the traditional pilafs fragrant with herbs and spices crepes

speckled with pistachios and sweetened with rose syrup scones enhanced with dates orange and

cardamom discover the secrets of perfect falafel shawarma and homemade labneh and try other
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classic dishes such as kibbeh and fattouche recipes are arranged by breakfast lunch dinner and

dessert and a whole chapter is dedicated to mezze suzanne s stories and ideas on how to serve

each dish accompany the beautifully illustrated and easy to follow recipes let suzanne s refined

arabian cuisine inspire you fill your kitchen with the warm exotic scents of the middle east and

surprise yourself with how easy it is to create these mouthwatering delicacies at home

Modern Flavors of Arabia 2012-10-02

hummus co contains more than 140 recipes for fresh greens and vegetables grains fish chicken

and meat all bursting with zesty flavour they are perfect for a lazy weekend brunch a family

barbecue with fresh bountiful salad vegetables and legumes or a sunday slow roasted cumin and

coriander spiced lamb shoulder with persian cranberry rice pilaf and tangy vegetables there are

midweek dishes that the family will love cook ahead moussaka or persian meatball soup and

plenty of dips relishes rubs and spreads from israel iraq lebanon and turkey that turn a simple

piece of fish or meat into a feast for the senses there are authentic teas and sweet treats that

are beyond dreamy persian love cake candied sesame seed bars pistachio and rosewater cake

with plums and mascarpone possibly most sublime of all there are incredible vegan and

vegetarian dishes that bring vegetables front and centre why eat plain vegetables when you can

choose from green beans with goat s cheese almonds and a spritz of lemon juice or steamed

leeks with spinach and haloumi broccolini pangrattato scorched onions with pomegranate

molasses and haloumi or an asparagus pea and feta tart and of course there s the perfect

hummus recipe guaranteed to bring everyone to the table come sit down you re invited

Hummus & Co 2018-07-24

a stunning and comprehensive compendium of modern middle eastern recipes the recipes in this

luminous volume are inspired by countries that make up the middle east from north africa and

moorish spain through turkey lebanon syria and jordan to iran and the arabian peninsula malouf
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reflects the middle eastern spirit of generosity and sharing with the 300 plus recipes organized

into seven sections including soups small dishes large dishes side dishes bakery sweet and

larder as refined and exquisite as the dishes look they re all achievable in a home kitchen try

goat cheese in vine leaves seared scallops with almond crumbs or egyptian eggs in dukkah to

start perhaps followed by veiled quail with rice date and rose petal stuffing or cardamom and

honey glazed duck breasts for a red meat fix there is the slow cooked lamb with quinces or the

whole beef fillet in coriander peppercorn rub try the salmon grilled with fennel lime and sumac

with a honey roasted pear and walnut salad wild mushroom couscous or seven vegetable tagine

and to finish on a sweet note there s sticky ginger cake profiteroles with thick fig cream

watermelon and rosewater sorbet or even a turkish delight martini malouf brings the exotic spices

and delicious flavors of middle eastern cuisine to life in your home

Malouf: New Middle Eastern Food 2012-10-09

diverse satisfying dishes from the middle east middle eastern food is as fascinating and varied as

the ancient region from which it comes dishes range from simple stews to extravagant offerings

characterised by heady fragrances exotic spices sweet sour flavours and decorative garnishes

drawing on the culinary traditions of the past middle eastern bible includes more than 120 recipes

for easy authentic food as well as meat seafood and vegetable dishes there are mezes soups

and salads pastries breads sweets and drinks you ll find recipes for grilled turkish kebabs lavish

iranian rice dishes slow cooked egyptian beans and rose scented pastries from syria and

lebanon

Middle Eastern Bible 2010

a fabulous selection of recipes from bahrain egypt iran iraq jordan kuwait lebanon saudi arabia

syria the united arab emirates and yemen a fabulous selection of recipes from bahrain egypt iran

iraq jordan kuwait lebanon saudi arabia syria the united arab emirates and yemen middle eastern
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food draws on the exotic tastes of various styles of cooking and combines them in a blend of

unusual yet simple tastes for mouthwatering dishes it is easy to prepare wonderful to look at and

offers an amazing variety of healthy dishes making it the ideal cooking style for the health

conscious from tabbouleh and dolmas to chicken salona and baklava middle eastern cooking is a

delicious collection of wonderful tastes colors and rich textures the recipes in the middle eastern

cookbook are easy to follow use ingredients that are readily available and are accompanied by

colorful and succulent photographs

The Middle Eastern Cookbook 2023-08-08

suzanne zeidy grew up in a household that loved to cook every friday her aunt alba would round

up the extended family for a huge egyptian style supper where they would gossip laugh and feast

on traditional home style cooking in cairo kitchen suzanne shares the classics that ignited her

love of food as well as her more modern recipes a combination of authentic street food and

delicious home style cooking this is modern middle eastern food all set against the exotic vibrant

backdrop of cairo try her stuffed vine leaves home style beef kofta stew and age old recipes for

breads her modern dishes are classics reinterpreted in a fresh and original way try quail on

quinoa tabboula or seared sea bass on baba ghanoush and a rice kofta served on vermicelli

noodles the chapter on pickles and preserves will transform any dish into a mouthwatering middle

eastern style delicacy and the sweets such as halawa truffles are truly irresistible middle eastern

food is made for sharing and cairo kitchen is filled with standout recipes perfect for any gathering

illustrated throughout with stunning pictures by award winning photographer jonathan gregson

this stylish cookbook triumphs the culture and cuisine of egypt s finest city

Food Composition 1970

the award winning author of mediterranean street food introduces readers to the sweet side of

middle eastern cuisine with these seventy classic desserts the seductive flavors of the middle
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east have won over food lovers around the world but the sweets of the region have remained

largely unknown to western palates until now sweet middle east by doyenne of middle eastern

cooking anissa helou presents seventy classic desserts fragrant with spices honey dates and

nuts and steeped in tradition from egyptian bread pudding to turkish fritters and crispy algerian

crepes this is a delectable tour of middle eastern treats you won t want to miss

Cairo Kitchen 2015-05-05

throughout the history of civilization food has been more than simple necessity in countless

cultures it has been livelihood status symbol entertainment and passion in the great food series

penguin brings you the finest food writing from the last 400 years and opens the door to the

wonders of every kitchen

Sweet Middle East 2015-11-03

A Middle Eastern Feast 2011-04-07
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